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We study the overdamped motion of interacting particles in a random medium using the model introduced
by Pla and Nori @Phys. Rev. Lett. 67, 919 ~1991!#. We investigate the associated depinning transition by
numerical integration of the equation of motion and show evidence that the model is in the same universality
class of a driven elastic chain on a rough substrate. We discuss the implications of these results for flux line
motion in type-II superconductors.I. INTRODUCTION
The dynamics of flux lines in type-II superconductors has
attracted a wide interest in the past years.1 Besides the study
of the equilibrium properties of the vortex lattice, much at-
tention has been devoted to the magnetization behavior out
of equilibrium, i.e., when the magnetic flux enters the super-
conductor. Several interesting dynamical phenomena have
been observed experimentally, such as hysteresis,2
avalanches,3 flux front roughening,4 and fractal growth.5
These features are reminiscent of dynamic critical phenom-
ena commonly observed in disordered systems, as, for in-
stance, in interfaces at the depinning transition.6,7
Molecular dynamics has been largely used as a modeling
technique to simulate nonequilibrium flux-line propagation
in terms of interacting particles in a random pinning field.8–12
The particles interact through a long-range repulsive force
that can be computed from electrodynamics and can be
trapped by pinning centers. A vast literature has been de-
voted to these models in d51 ~Refs. 9 and 10! and
d52,8,11,12 with different boundary conditions and external
driving modes. Several features seen in experiments have
also been reproduced.
In this paper, we study the model introduced by Pla and
Nori9 and analyze its critical behavior. In particular, we
study the time dependence of the average velocity of the
particles as a function of a constant applied force. We ob-
serve a typical depinning transition and analyze the associ-
ated critical behavior using finite size scaling methods. Our
results indicate that the model is in the same universality
class of elastic strings in random media.6,7,13,14
II. MODEL
In a type-II superconductor, when the external magnetic
field reaches Hc1,15 the magnetic flux penetrates in the ma-
terial in the form of flux lines. Before equilibrium is reached,PRB 610163-1829/2000/61~21!/14791~4!/$15.00the front of flux lines propagates only partially, giving rise to
a flux profile denoted as the Bean state.16 Under the effect of
an external current or because of an imposed flux gradient,
the lines will move displaying interesting dynamical behav-
ior. In the simplest case of an infinitely long cylinder, flux
lines can be treated as a set of interacting particles moving in
a random pinning landscape and can thus be conveniently
studied by molecular-dynamics simulations.8–11
Two main contributions are important to describe the
overdamped dynamics of flux lines in a type-II supercon-
ductor: the repulsive interaction among flux lines and their
short-range attractive interaction with pinning centers. The




GW @~RW p2rW i!/l# , ~1!
where G is the viscosity. The first term on the right corre-
sponds to the vortex-vortex interaction. The sum is over all
other vortices j and JW (rW)5F02/(8pl3)K1(urWu/l)rˆ , where the
function K1 is a Bessel function decaying exponentially for
urWu.l , l is the London penetration length, and F0 is the
magnetic quantum flux.15 The second term on the right-hand
side accounts for the interaction between pinning centers
~modeled in Ref. 9 as localized traps! and flux lines. Here, GW
is the force due to a pinning center located at RW p , l is the
range of the wells ~typically l!l), and p51, . . . ,Np (Np is
the total number of pinning centers!. Models of this kind
have been used to simulate in great detail the propagation of
flux lines in one and two dimensions, and for different forms
of disorder, boundary conditions, and external driving
modes.9–11 In the present study, we will concentrate on a
simple realization of this model in d51.9 Assuming that the
force between particles and the interaction between particles
and pinning centers can be approximated by piecewise linear
functions, the equation of motion for particle i becomes14 791 ©2000 The American Physical Society
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dxi
dt 5F2A(j ~x j2xi!u~ uxi2x ju2l f !
1B(
p
~xp2xi!u~ uxi2xpu2l !, ~2!
where l f is the range of particle interactions, which should be
of the order of l , A and B are the strengths of interaction,
and F is an externally applied force.
When periodic boundary conditions are imposed, the
model displays a depinning transition as a function of F.9 For
F,Fc , the particles are trapped, while for F.Fc , the av-
erage particle velocity is nonzero. Close to the depinning
transition, the particle velocity responds with avalanches to
small changes in the applied force.9 Finally, when simula-
tions are performed with F50 and a constant density of flux
lines at the boundaries, the model shows a nonlinear Bean
profile,10 which has been compared with experiments.2 We
note that these features are common to two-dimensional
simulations.11 In this case, however, a much richer phenom-
enology, related to the formation of plastic channels for flow,
can be observed.12
III. SINGLE-PARTICLE PROBLEM
As an illustration of the behavior of the model, we first
analyze the single-particle problem. Even with this simple
system, we show that one can already obtain some qualita-
tive information on the effect of the microscopic pinning
field on the particle dynamics.
The equation of motion for a single particle is given by
G
dx
dt 5F1B(p ~xp2x !u~ ux2xpu2l !. ~3!
When the particle is not interacting with a pinning center, it
moves with constant velocity F/G . The following equation
describes the motion of the particle as it enters in the range
of a pinning center well @i.e., x(t50)5xp2l#:
G
dx
dt 5F1B~xp2x ! x,xp1l , ~4!
with the solution given by
x~ t !5xp1F/B2~F/B1l !e2t/G. ~5!
For F,lB and in the limit t→‘ , the particle remains
trapped, while for F.lB , the particle escapes the pinning
center, so that we can set Fc5lB . The force-velocity dia-
gram can then be computed by noting that, for F.lB , the
particle spends in each trap a time t given by17
t5G ln@~F1Fc!/~F2Fc!# . ~6!
The total time T to cross a system of length L with Np pin-
ning centers is given by
T5Npt1~L22lNp!G/F , ~7!








where np5Np /L is the number of pinning centers per unit
length. We expect this result to be qualitatively correct at
low particle densities and far enough from the depinning
transition. Close to the depinning transition Fc , the velocity
increases logarithmically vs;21/ln(Fc2F). In the next sec-
tion, we will show that, when the repulsion between particles
is taken into account, the behavior is changed to vs;(Fc
2F)b, in analogy with the depinning transition in other sys-
tems.
IV. COLLECTIVE EFFECTS: NUMERICAL RESULTS
Although the dependence of the depinning force on vari-
ous model parameters in the one-dimensional model has
been extensively studied in the original work by Pla and
Nori,9 the scaling relation between velocity and force, a char-
acteristic of the depinning transition, has not been investi-
gated there.
Here, we perform the numerical integration of Eq. ~2! in
order to study the associated depinning transition. We test
the effect of system size simulating systems with N
550,100,200,400 particles and Np510,20,40,80 pinning
centers, respectively. We use periodic boundary conditions
and a system of length L5N/100 in order to keep constant
both the particle and the pinning center densities. The width
of the pinning potential is l51023 and its strength is B
5103, so that the pinning force for the single particle prob-
lem is Fc[lB51. In all simulations, the particle-particle
interaction is characterized by fixing l f5231022 and A
55. Finally, the results are averaged over several realiza-
tions nr of the disorder (nr5500 for N550, nr550 for N
5100,200, and nr520 for N5400).
We study the decay of the average particle velocity as a
function of time ^v(t)&[^( iv i&, where the average is taken
over nr . For large forces, ^v(t)& reaches a finite steady value
vs.0, while for small forces, vs50. The accurate evalua-
tion of Fc is very important since even a small error in its
value can strongly affect the determination of the scaling
exponents. As a standard practice in the study of absorbing
state phase transitions and other dynamical critical
phenomena,18 we determine Fc using finite-size scaling, ana-
lyzing the decay of ^v(t)& for different values of F and N.
In Fig. 1, we show the decay of ^v(t)& for a system with
N5400 particles and different values of F. We see that there
is a drastic change of behavior between F50.515 and F
50.514. In addition, we study the behavior of ^v(t)& for
these values of the applied force as a function of N. Figure 2
shows that the velocity reaches a steady value vs indepen-
dent of N for F50.515, while vs decreases as 1/N for F
50.514. We thus conclude that Fc.0.5145. In Fig. 3, we
plot the value of vs as a function of F2Fc and observe a
power-law behavior
vs;~F2Fc!b. ~9!
The best fit to the data yields b50.2260.05. We note that
this value is consistent with b.0.25 found in numerical
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substrate13,14 and in the depinning of interfaces in random
media.6
Finally, we observe that, close to Fc , it is possible to fit
the decay of the average velocity using a power law,
^v(t)&;t2u, with u.0.4. This exponent is conventionally
measured in absorbing state phase transitions,18 but to our
knowledge it has not been estimated at the depinning transi-
tion. Using scaling relations, one can readily show that u
5zb/n , where n determines the scaling of the correlation
length @i.e., lcorr;(F2Fc)2n] and z is the dynamic expo-
nent relating the correlation length to the correlation time,
tcorr5lcorr
z
. The renormalization-group results for driven
interfaces6,7 gives u54/9.0.44 ~using n51, z54/3, and b
51/3), but the numerical simulations6,13 seem to imply a
lower value of u.0.36 (n.1, z.1.42, and b.0.25). In
view of the limited scaling regime observed in our simula-
tions and the absence of direct measures of u for interface
depinning, we cannot still draw firm conclusions about this
point.
V. DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have analyzed the depinning transition
of interacting particles in a random force field, using the
model developed by Pla and Nori9 for flux-line dynamics in
type-II superconductors. We first noticed that the model dis-
plays a depinning transition in the dilute limit, when interac-
tions between particles can be neglected. In this case, the
force-velocity diagram is logarithmic close to the transition.
Numerical simulations are then used to investigate the
role of interactions on the transitions. In order to obtain an
accurate phase diagram, we have used finite-size scaling
methods similar to those used to analyze absorbing state
phase transitions.18 The force-velocity diagram is turned into
a power law, as it is commonly found in other depinning
transitions.6 The critical exponent appears to be in numerical
agreement with the one computed for elastic strings in ran-
FIG. 1. Log-log plot of the decay of the average velocity with
time for a system of N5400 particles and Np580 pinning centers.
The velocity is averaged over 20 realizations of the disorder. The
applied forces range from F50.550 to F50.500 ~from top to bot-
tom! and the sharp crossover occurs between F50.515 and F
50.514. The dotted line has a slope of 20.4.FIG. 2. Log-log plot of the decay of the average velocity with
time for systems of N550,100,200,400 particles and Np
510,20,40,80 pinning centers, respectively. The velocity is aver-
aged over 50 ~20! realizations of the disorder for N550,100,200
~400!. The applied force is ~a! F50.515 and ~b! F50.514. In the
inset we show that the steady-state velocity scales as 1/N , as it is
expected for a subcritical state.
FIG. 3. Log-log plot of the steady-state average velocity as a
function of the reduced force F2Fc , with Fc50.514560.0005.
The best fit to the data gives b50.2260.05.
14 794 PRB 61ZAPPERI, ANDRADE, AND MENDES FILHOdom media13,14 or ‘‘linear’’ interface depinning.6 It would be
interesting to compare these two classes of models in two
dimensions and check whether universality also holds in this
case.
Plastic flow, a phenomenon that is not present in one di-
mension, could possibly change the behavior of such inter-
acting particle models, since at the depinning threshold the
dynamics occurs through well localized channels. This be-
havior can accurately be reproduced with two-dimensional
versions of the model studied here, as the literature
shows,11,12 but analytical results are difficult to obtain for the
plastic case.
In the parameter region corresponding to elastic depin-
ning ~i.e., a collective and homogeneous motion!, we expect
to observe universality with driven interfaces. This phenom-
enon has been widely studied numerically and by
renormalization-group methods,6,7 so that exponents areknown with good precision. In particular, the exponents for
avalanche scaling obtained in this framework could be com-
pared with those measured in the experiments on type-II
superconductors.3 Similarly, flux front roughening4 could be
studied in the same way. In order to carry out this investiga-
tion, however, it is necessary to understand the precise nature
of the boundary conditions and driving modes in the experi-
ments, since, for instance, boundary scaling can be different
from the bulk scaling studied here. Finally, the analysis per-
formed here could be directly compared with current-voltage
curves measured in type-II superconductors.19
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